OSAS in Down syndrome: T&A versus T&A plus lateral pharyngoplasty.
Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS) is common in children with Down syndrome (DS). Adenotonsillectomy (T&A) has traditionally been the initial surgical treatment. More aggressive surgery has also been recommended. Previous studies have used parental reporting and not objective data to assess treatment outcomes. Polysomnography (PSG) is used to objectively evaluate the results of T&A versus T&A plus lateral pharyngoplasty in the initial treatment of OSAS in children with DS. This is a retrospective study of children with OSAS and DS. Group 1 consisted of 21 children with DS who underwent T&A. Group 2 consisted of 16 children of similar age who had T&A plus lateral pharyngoplasty as initial surgical treatment. Post-operative PSG's were available for all patients. Apnea/hypopnea index (AHI), presence of hypoxemia and hypercarbia, and arousal index were measured and compared. In group 1, after T&A, 48% continued to have an elevated AHI. If hypercarbia and hypoxemia are included in the result analysis, 67% continued to have abnormal PSG's after their surgery. In group 2, 63% had an elevated AHI post-operatively. When hypercarbia and hypoxemia are included in the analysis, 75% continued to have abnormal PSG's after surgery. There was no statistically significant difference in the outcome of the two groups. Pediatric patients with OSAS and DS may show improvement after T&A, however only about one third will have a normal post-operative sleep study. Adding a lateral pharyngoplasty does not improve these results. Further study with objective outcome data is needed to determine a better first line surgical treatment for these patients.